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About This Game

Impersonate your identical twin as the Swashbuckler, masked champion of justice! You have two weeks to rescue the REAL
Swashbuckler and marry the mayor before superpowered criminals take over the city.

The Hero Unmasked is a 300,000 word interactive novel by Christopher Huang. It's entirely text-based, without graphics or
sound effects, and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

As our story begins, you have everything you've ever wanted. Your TV news show is the highest rated in the city, and you're
engaged to the mayor, with two weeks until the wedding. But when superpowered criminals kidnap the Swashbuckler, you

realize the awful truth: the person in the ransom video is your identical twin, and everyone thinks it's you!

Now, you must draw the Swashbuckler's laser sword and wear the Swashbuckler's mask to bring down three of the city's most
wanted super criminals before time runs out.

How is this going to work? Can you keep up the charade? Do you want to? When you meet the Swashbuckler's sweetheart, will
you remain faithful? To whom?!

Who Is Really Behind the Mask?
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 Play as male or female, gay or straight

 Infiltrate high society events and root out criminal hideouts

 Uncover the true identities of Caledon City's superpowered criminals

 Disarm a bomb and save the city's finest from destruction

 Maintain the masquerade as you learn about the Swashbuckler's secret hero life

 Find romance with a journalist, a pyromaniac, or a vampire

 Become a powered hero in your own right
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read the descrition of this DLC on how to get the units. awesome game, love playing it. takes a little getting used to but the
physics and combat are fun. they should push out an update soon. the thing that pisses me off (more so than the cheating) is the
game bugs/crashes. ive been in too many games where everything is fine, absolutely nothing could be happening and all of a
sudden im forced out of the game. also pretty much every first game i play after starting up is unplayable, since absolutely
nothing loads in. ill be walking around an empty map, sometimes picking up stuff thats just floating in the air cuz im under a
building, or sometimes the game will kill me for no reason (probably cuz when the buildings and collisions load in, im
somewhere conflicting and the game decides to off me instead). please please please please please update this game soon cuz is
fun and cool and i love it and i would support it.. I dont like this game. I dont like the gameplay which is the turn based
"everyone does an action then play the sequence" style "like Final Fantasy i guess". I dont like Caligula. Now thats not really the
developers fault i guess, its like making a game where you play as Hitler, the only way to do that right is if you make him into a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 in a
goofy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665setting that doesnt take itself seriousely which even then would be difficult to do. I dont
care for the music. I certainly hope the dev doesnt quit. Its not easy making a game, and there is always more to learn. I hope he
learns from past misktakes and looks ahead with determination to become a great developer who makes great and enjoyable
games. Im glad he only charged 99 cents for it, which is really the only reason I bought it in the first place. To him I say: Dont
give up, keep trying. Keep learning. To buyers I say: Dont buy this game.. This game does VR right.
Runs on both SteamVR and native Oculus, for the latter also provides depth buffer so things like ASW 2.0 works.
Has both teleport and smooth movement, snap\/smooth rotating and option to enable\/disable comfort mask.
It's also possible to supersample with provided options if you have a powerfull system.

fyi, it's no Brass Tactics where you control the units after placing them. It's more like Clash Royale\/Minion Masters.

Creature menu can be put on a hand for easy access but units can also be selected using thumb stick.

It has quite some single player content and you can also play skirmish.
For multiplayer, whenever I played I saw arena's with people in it. Not much, but there were constant people playing.
Hope the game picks up a healthy playerbase, for me the single player content is already worth the money!. stuck in loading
screen. bought this as i do most ost's and art work alike.
support the developer!
they worked very hard im sure on this game, and the soundtrack isnt horrible.
the price isnt that much, dont be a cheapo. (:
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. Played it through twice it's great fun.
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Used to play this as a key and now I'm playing it with my son. This game (the whole Putt-Putt series are honestly) are so great
and timeless. Thanks for bringing this to steam!. Godawful grabbing mechanic and floaty physics lead to a very fidgety and
imprecise mess. It's hard for all the wrong reasons.. gr8 m8 i r8 8/8 dont discrimin8 dont h8 always w8 patiently. I've barely
even started Part 2, but i want to say a few things before i write the full review
1. in my opinion, if you are going to make the player pay for an additional part(s) make part 1 free (note: i have no idea how
marketing or whatever works, so maybe they had a 100% amazing reason to do it the way they did)
2. i don't like reading but i still bought this game and have enjoyed (from what i've played even though i skip most of the text)
3. (i don't think) you NEED to play Zombie Exodus to understand the story/lore of ZE:SH
4. no DLC is REQUIRED to beat the game (execpt for part 2 of course) it just makes the game easier
5. the rest of this review is incomplete. This is probably one of my favorite goto games of the 90+ VR games I own; but lets be
honest, this game is priced a bit high. :) Each game is essentially $10 and though there are upgrades you can save up star points
to purchase and arguably there are endless hours of gameplay to try and beat your previous score or work the public
leaderboards and different game modes to change things up; end to end though you're looking at a minute or two per level.

With that said, this game is a lot of fun. Fracture by far is my favorite. It plays like HoloBall and has a classic Brick Breaker feel
to it. What is nice is as you advance the levels, not only do the bricks change and technique requirement changes, but so does the
arena. Sometimes you're in a square or sometimes in a dome making the physics of the balls bouncing different so you have to
plan your shots accordingly. The summoning of the ball is a unique feature as well. Took me some getting used to but once I got
the hang of it, it\u2019s a handy feature!

Smash is a variant of Fracture in that you\u2019re in a narrow corridor and try to get the balls past the opponent at the other
end. As you advance there are more obstacles, speed variables, mines, etc. to make it more challenging. You use shields in each
hand to hit the ball and add spin to send it to the opponent\u2019s side. Still ends up feeling the same as Fracture from a
mechanics perspective but that is not a bad thing.

Bowshot is my least favorite but not terrible. It is another bow shooter like many others out there. The charge shot which sends a
blue ray to hit more blocks is probably one of the more unique features I\u2019ve seen compared to others. If you like bow and
arrow games, it isn\u2019t bad, just not as fun as the others in my opinion.

I posted some raw gameplay footage of a few levels from each game if you\u2019re interested:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/9VIEI7-ab-U
. Player Bases.
\u2611 Kids.
\u2611 Everyone.
\u2610 Mature.
\u2610 Casual Players.
\u2610 Pro players.

Graphics.
\u2610 Potato.
\u2610 Really Bad.
\u2610 Bad.
\u2611 OK.
\u2610 Good.
\u2610 Beautiful.
\u2610 Masterpiece.

Price.
\u2610 Full Price.
\u2611 Wait For Sale.
\u2610 Refund It If You Can.
\u2610 Don't Buy It.
\u2610 Free.
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Requirements.
\u2611 Minimum.
\u2610 Medium.
\u2610 Fast.
\u2610 High End.
\u2610 Super Computer.

Difficulty.
\u2611 Easy.
\u2610 Medium.
\u2610 Hard.
\u2610 Very Hard.
\u2610 Death March.
\u2610 Dark Souls.

Game length.
\u2611 Really Short. ( 0 - 2 hours)
\u2610 Short. ( 2 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Medium. ( 8 - 16 hours)
\u2610 Long. ( 16+ hours)
\u2610 Endless.

Story.
\u2611 It Doesn't Have One.
\u2610 Horrible.
\u2610 Ok.
\u2610 Average.
\u2610 Good.
\u2610 Fantastic.

Cinematic\/Art.
\u2611 It Doesn't Have.
\u2610 Horrible.
\u2610 Ok.
\u2610 Average.
\u2610 Good.
\u2610 Like Watching A Movie.

Music\/Sound.
\u2611 Horrible.
\u2610 Decent.
\u2610 Average.
\u2610 Good.
\u2610 Amazing.

Gameplay.
\u2610 Terrible.
\u2611 Ok.
\u2610 Average.
\u2610 Good.
\u2610 Fantastic.

Bugs.
\u2610 Game Itself Is One Big BUG.
\u2610 Game Breaking Bugs.
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\u2610 Lots of bugs.
\u2611 Few Bugs.
\u2610 Nothing.

Others.
Multiplayer: \u2610
Singleplayer: \u2611

Final Score:
2\/10

Not Recommended at all!. Fun casual game. Buy it if you like this sort of bubble-popping game. It's eaten more than enough
hours of my life to justify the purchase.. Yes, I'm one of these guys who never finished the original Exile.)

A proper (second remake of an) epic-scale RPG, with great party management, well-balanced tactical battles, and lots of quests
and exploration. The graphics are pretty bland; however in these sort of games it's the writing and the world building that really
counts, and in Avernum both are top notch!

If you're unsure whether it is your cup of tea or not, Spiderweb Software's website has huge playable demos of their games that
will help you make up your mind.. InvestGames:
https://investgamesblog.wordpress.com/ - BLOG
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0dvDyLS4_kwbz8gYallU5g - YouTube. Pretty awesome
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